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SeMSy® Notification Viewer Application
HEMISPHERE® SeMSy® Notification Viewer Application for the display of system messages  
and user actions at runtime on a HEMISPHERE® SeMSy® Workstation

The HEMISPHERE® SeMSy® Video Management System combines the proven concept of its predecessors with new dynamics and  
flexibility. The optimized license model with administration on the central HEMISPHERE® Backbone Server allows a simple, fast  
and secure adaptation and expansion of the entire system during operation. 

Function
The HEMISPHERE® SeMSy® Notification Viewer Application lists 
system notifications and feedback about actions triggered by the 
user (snapshots, backups, etc.) in a chronological overview. Here, an 
operator can check the processing of his tasks or also re-examine 
error messages. 

CSV Export
The list can be exported as a CSV file in order to evaluate it exter-
nally in a corresponding application or to archive the log file. 

Only at Runtime
The list exists only during the runtime of the current user session on 
a HEMISPHERE® SeMSy® Workstation. If an operator logs off at a 
workstation, the list of the notification overview in the SeMSy®  
Notification Viewer Application is also deleted. 

Licensing
The license for the HEMISPHERE® SeMSy® Notification Viewer  
Application is included in the scope of delivery of the HEMISPHERE® 
SeMSy® Workstation Software.


